Research Methods Workshop
9:00-Noon
Carl Fields Center, 58 Prospect Ave
Room 105 (1985 Room & Café)

Archive & Place

Historical City Newspapers, Databases & Primary Sources: Audrey Welber, Firestone Library
Princeton University Archives and Public Policy Papers: Amanda Ferrara, Mudd Manuscript Library
Creating Documentary Film and Historians’ Narratives from the Archive: The Trenton Project:
   Alison Isenberg, Department of History

Data & Maps

Political and Economic Data: Bobray Bordelon, Firestone Library
Demographic Resources: Ofira Schwartz-Soicher, Stokes Library
Geographic Data and Maps: Wangyal Shawa, Map and Geospatial Information Center, Lewis Library
Finding and Mapping Data - The Eviction Lab: Ashley Gromis, Department of Sociology
Campus as Lab: Caroline Savage, Office of Sustainability

Urban Stories

Research Integrity & Assurance: Paul Hryvniak, Research Integrity and Assurance
Survey Research Center: Sanata Sy-Sahande, Survey Research Center
Ethnography: Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, Department of Sociology

The Built Environment

Library Resources on Structure and Design: Gabriella J. Karl-Johnson, School of Architecture Library
Working with Architectural Images: Noam Shoked, Princeton-Mellon Initiative in Architecture, Urbanism & the Humanities

OPEN TO ALL PRINCETON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS & FACULTY
RSVP Required ~ valsmith@princeton.edu
Breakfast food items will be available
http://urbanstudies.princeton.edu/
This workshop held each year on Friday after fall break and open to all University students and faculty